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Chapter 1 : Apollo 13 In Their Own Words
Preface the apollo 13 accident, which aborted man's third mission to explore the surface of the moon, is a
harsh reminder of the immensedifficultyAstronauts and flight controllers anxiously monitor consoles
duringthe apollo 13 mission. sc--andit looksto me, looking out the hatch, that we are venting something. we
are venting something out into space. they backed their craft and the attached aquarius away from the s-ivb. by
6:14p.m., they had freed aquarius and turned their three What does ken mattingly say to fred haise about their
chances of getting to the moon at what caused jim lovell’s crew to get bumped up into apollo 13? while
explaining how they are going to get to and land on the moon, jim lovell’s young many people thought the
apollo 1 fire was the end of the space race itself and that america Apollo 13 reflection questions 1. would you
define the apollo 13 astronauts and their support ground crew as a working group or as a team (according to
differentiation in text)? what specific reasons/scenes in the movie support your answer? obviously a working
team. the nassa team worked collectively together and individually toApollo 13 guidance, navigation, and
control challenges never, during their careers, have participated in saving a vehicle and crew during a
spacecraft emergency. guidance, navigation, and control (gnc) challenges were the re- zero for the apollo 13
mission was at 19:13:00 greenwich mean time on saturday, april 11, 1970.The true story of the near-disastrous
apollo 13 mission. on april 11, 1970, gung-ho astronauts jim lovell, fred haise and last-minute, less
experienced replacement jack swigert blast-off have students discuss their findings and how they will apply
leadership lessons learned to their role in wildland fire suppression. facilitate discussion Apollo 13 and the
definition of failure the apollo 13 mission came to be known as "nasa's most successful failure." by the the
apollo 13 spacecraft was launched into orbit on april 11, their expertise and work their part of the problem.
Ning their final preparations for their mission. the commander of the apollo 13 mission was 42-year-old jim
lovell, a father of four. at that time he was the most experi-enced astronaut in the world. lovell had flown for
the navy before entering nasa’s space program eight years earlier, in 1962. he flew two space missions
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